
LESSON 10: How can we decide between competing designs?
PREVIOUS LESSON We redesigned, optimized, built, and tested our homemade heater prototypes using a Design Testing Matrix. We refined our instructions and exchanged with a

partner team to build and test a prototype. We reflected on how well our team worked as engineers and how we met expectations as teammates. We revisited
our Design Questions Board to address any remaining questions.

THIS LESSON

PUTTING PIECES TOGETHER

1 day

Students demonstrate their understanding on a summative assessment transfer task involving sea turtle
incubators. In this assessment they evaluate different designs and develop an argument for which sea turtle
incubator design or combination of design features would work best based on relevant criteria and constraints.
Then the class celebrates their designs by thinking of other applications for their homemade heaters.

NEXT LESSON There is no next lesson.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-PS1-6, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3,
MS-ETS1-4

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

10.A. Make a written argument that supports or refutes the advertised performance of a sea turtle incubator based on evidence from patterns in
data concerning whether or not the incubator meets relevant criteria and constraints, such as transferring the right amount of energy to the sea
turtle eggs, and combines different parts of solutions to create an optimal solution.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Sometimes parts of different solutions can be combined to create a solution that is better than any of its predecessors.
There are systematic processes for evaluating solutions with respect to how well they meet the criteria and constraints of a problem.
Although one design may not perform the best across all tests, identifying the characteristics of the design that performed the best in
each test can provide useful information for the redesign process—that is, some of the characteristics may be incorporated into the new
design.
Some chemical reactions release energy.
Increasing the amount of reactants in an exothermic reaction corresponds to an increase in energy transferred out of that system.



Lesson 10 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 7 min NAVIGATION
Review Progress Trackers with a partner and field any remaining questions that students have as a class.

A Progress Trackers

2 30 min DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING ON AN ASSESSMENT TASK
Students individually demonstrate understanding on an assessment about sea turtle incubators.

Sea Turtle Assessment, LOL Models for Sea Turtle
Assessment, Design Testing Matrix for Sea Turtle
Assessment

3 8 min PROPOSE OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR DESIGNS ON GRAFFITI BOARDS
Students think about other applications that their homemade heaters might have besides heating up
food. They share their ideas on “graffiti boards” around the classroom and celebrate their designs.

B-C marker, 4 graffiti boards hung around the classroom

End of day 1



Lesson 10 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials Progress Trackers
Sea Turtle Assessment
LOL Models for Sea Turtle Assessment
Design Testing Matrix for Sea Turtle Assessment
science notebook
marker

4 graffiti boards hung around the classroom

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Prepare at least four “graffiti boards” by hanging pieces of chart paper around the classroom with the question—“How else could our homemade heaters be useful?”—written in the center.



Lesson 10 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

This is the last lesson in this unit. Students will have an opportunity to demonstrate understanding on a summative assessment transfer task about sea turtle incubators. There are four key
DCIs that this assessment targets: (1) PS1.B Some chemical reactions release energy, others store energy; (2) ETS1.B There are systematic processes for evaluating solutions with respect to how
well they meet the criteria and constraints of a problem; (3) ETS1.B Sometimes parts of different solutions can be combined to create a solution that is better than any of its predecessors; and
(4) ETS1.C Although one design may not perform the best across all tests, identifying the characteristics of the design that performed the best in each test can provide useful information for
the redesign process—that is, some of the characteristics may be incorporated into the new design.

Where We Are NOT Going

Parts of this assessment are not able to target DCIs included in this unit, such as the following: (1) ETS1.B A solution needs to be tested, and then modified on the basis of the test results, in
order to improve it; (2) ETS1.B Models of all kinds are important for testing solutions; and (3) ETS1.C The iterative process of testing the most promising solutions and modifying what is
proposed on the basis of the test results leads to greater refinement and ultimately to an optimal solution.

These DCIs were addressed throughout the course of the unit and culminated in Lesson 9 with students’ final optimal designs.



7 min

30 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 10
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: Progress Trackers

Review Progress Trackers with a partner. Say, Let’s pull out our Progress Trackers, talk with a partner about any new ideas we recorded on our
Progress Trackers, and ask our partner any final questions we have before we demonstrate our learning on a final assessment.

Give students 3-5 minutes to talk in partners about the questions on slide A.
1. What new ideas or insights did you add to your Progress Tracker?

2. What remaining questions do you have?

Answer any remaining questions that students have as a whole class. Allow students to ask any final questions that are unresolved in a
whole-class discussion. Answer questions with the class as time allows.

2 · DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING ON AN ASSESSMENT TASK
MATERIALS: Sea Turtle Assessment, LOL Models for Sea Turtle Assessment, Design Testing Matrix for Sea Turtle Assessment

Administer Sea Turtle Assessment individually to students. This assessment will take students about a full class period to complete.

Students record their LOL energy models and criteria and constraints on separate sheets on LOL Models for Sea Turtle Assessment and Design
Testing Matrix for Sea Turtle Assessment, so make sure to print and hand out all three assessment pieces.



8 min

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building Towards: 10.A Make a written argument that supports or refutes the advertised performance of a sea
turtle incubator based on evidence from patterns in data concerning whether or not the incubator meets
relevant criteria and constraints, such as transferring the right amount of energy to the sea turtle eggs, and
combines different parts of solutions to create an optimal solution.

What to look for/listen for:
Argument claims that Incubator A will not be sufficient for relocating sea turtle eggs.
Student support for the argument should refer to patterns in the performance of the devices and the
criteria and constraints, including the following:

Incubator A moves the eggs around; however, sea turtle eggs cannot rotate or change
orientation when they are moved from one location to another. This is a criteria.
Incubator A requires a power source, and one constraint we have is that there is not a power
source available during transport.

Students should track the energy flow from the hot packs used in Incubator B to the turtle eggs using
LOL energy models.
Students should select the combined design features of A and B that would work best in order to
meet the target design goals.

One of those decisions should be to adjust the amounts of reactants used in the hot packs
to transfer less energy to the turtle eggs and update their LOL energy models to reflect that
design decision.

See additional detailed responses in Key for Sea Turtle Assessment.

What to do: This is a summative assessment. However, if students need extra support, you can choose to allow
them to use their science notebooks or classroom consensus models to help them in the transfer task. Since
the phenomenon they will be exposed to will be new, they will not find exact answers to the assessment in
their notes.

3 · PROPOSE OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR DESIGNS ON GRAFFITI BOARDS
MATERIALS: science notebook, marker, 4 graffiti boards hung around the classroom

Have students reflect on the application of the heater on the assessment. Display slide B. Ask students the following question:

Suggested prompt Sample student response

The heaters we made could be used for other applications. For
example, for what was the chemical reaction in the assessment we
just took used?

They used the heater as an incubator for sea turtles.

Transition to a quick-write prompt in science notebooks. Display slide C. Allow students 2 minutes of quiet time to brainstorm ideas in their
science notebooks about the following question:

How else could our homemade heaters be useful besides just heating up food?

Post ideas for application of designs on graffiti boards. Display slide D. Instruct students to find a poster around the room and write one
idea that they came up with for which our homemade heaters might be applied in another context. Then students can go around to other
graffiti boards and view which ideas students came up with. If they see an idea that inspires them to think of another idea, they can write
more than one. There is no need for these ideas to be organized. Students can write anywhere on the chart paper.



Discuss and celebrate the ideas shared on the graffiti boards as a class. Ask students to share some of the interesting applications they saw
for the homemade heaters from their classmates. This should be a time to celebrate the broad applications of their devices that they
designed!

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The purpose of this graffiti board strategy is to help students hear each other’s ideas. It also helps students who
may not be comfortable sharing ideas in a whole-group discussion engage in the conversation. For more
information about implementing graffiti boards in classrooms, check out this link https://www.facinghistory.org/
resource-library/teaching-strategies/graffiti-boards .

https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/graffiti-boards

